MUTT AND JEFF—Jeff wants to fight Mutty on the installment plan.

—By RUD FISHER

Born in 1839 Dr. Caldwell
Still in His Office Daily

Wonderful vigor of the founder of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.

Millions now use his famous prescription.

Physicians know that good health depends largely upon proper digestion and elimination and that much sickness results from constipation. No one knows this better than the "family" doctor, the general practitioner.

Dr. W. E. Caldwell of Madison, Illinois, opened a drugstore in 1839 at the age of 21. He was the first to manufacture Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and the success of the product led him to establish a pharmaceutical factory.

Dr. Caldwell was a man of great integrity and a pioneer in the study of medicine and pharmacy. He believed in the use of natural remedies and was one of the first to use the principles of homeopathy in his practice.

His Wife Fails
In Real Pinch
And Loses $50

It was about 1:00 in the afternoon when John and his wife, Mary, received a phone call from the police station. The caller was the Bank of America in New York and informed them that their account had been emptied. The amount was $500, and it was clear that someone had used a stolen credit card to make the withdrawal.

Dr. Caldwell was shocked and dismayed. He had been married to Mary for 30 years and had always been a thrifty man. He had never been in debt and had always managed to keep a reserve fund in case of emergencies. Now, with his savings gone, he was left with no choice but to sell his house and move to a cheaper location.

His family was devastated. They had always been proud of Dr. Caldwell's accomplishments and had never imagined that he would ever be in such a predicament. They knew that he would do anything to help his wife and find a way to make ends meet.

Sensational Clearance Saturday
100 Georgette Blouses
$3.95
Regularly priced at $7.50.

These Georgette Blouses are hand embroidered or handwoven—new models in each distinctive type. In dark shades and finish and white.

All Our Winter Merchandise
Greatly Reduced

The Army Overcoat

Don't cost it off; have it right—blue, brown, green or black—and have it made over into civilian style.

We can change your old army overcoat so that its original cannot be detected.

Phone 3366
Superior Cleaning & Dyeing Co.
911 West Sixth
JOHN NITCH, Manager.
Clothes impressed.
Work guaranteed.

The Parisian
407 Kansas Ave.

Early Spring Hats

"Dandiner" creates mass of thick, glossy waves

The "Wishes for Days of Lower Shoe Prices are Here Now--"

Big Generous Reductions on Every Shoe in the Store

Save 1 to 3 a pair

—and bear in mind that—
Spring prices will be from $3 to $5 a pair higher than now.

BE WISE—BUY NOW

As this is a Money Restoring Event, we cannot charge them—but all Shoes are carefully fitted and money back should you desire.

Pay Cash and Save
THE PAYNE SHOE CO.
THE BIG SHOE STORE 713 Kansas Ave.